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This research documents a novel framing effect whereby valenced frames exert little influence on product judgments made during

consumption, but substantially impact retrospective judgments. We attribute this sleeper framing effect to differences in how

experiential information (e.g., taste, smoothness) and frame information are integrated during the construction of judgments.
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ExTENdEd AbSTrACT
One of the most pervasive findings in framing research is the 

valence-consistent shift (Levin et al. 1998, 160); that is, positively 
valenced frames are preferred over equivalent negatively valenced 
frames. For example, ground beef labeled as 75% lean (positive va-
lence) has been shown to receive more favorable evaluations than 
ground beef labeled as 25% fat (negative valence), even though the 
two alternatives are identical (i.e., 75% lean = 25% fat) (Levin 1987; 
Levin et al. 1985). Most of the framing research documenting va-
lence-consistent shifts has explored how labels influence judgments 
of prospective or hypothetical consumption (e.g., LeBoeuf and Shafir 
2003; Levin et al. 1985; Levin, Schnittjer, and Thee 1988). 

In contrast, the present research examines how frames interact 
with actual consumption episodes to influence not only immediate 
judgments (i.e., judgments made during or immediately after a con-
sumption episode) but also retrospective judgments (i.e., judgments 
made when reflecting back on a consumption episode). Unlike judg-
ments of prospective or hypothetical consumption, we find evidence 
that exposure to a positive or a negative frame has little effect on 
judgments that are made immediately after an identical consumption 
experience. However, following a short delay, we demonstrate that 
the valence-consistent shift reemerges when consumers make retro-
spective judgments about their consumption experience, which we 
term the sleeper framing effect. 

We attribute the sleeper framing effect to differences in how 
consumers integrate experiential information (e.g., taste, smooth-
ness) and frame information when making immediate versus ret-
rospective judgments. For immediate judgments, we believe that 
consumers emphasize their actual experience over framing because 
experiential information is particularly vivid (Paivio 1971) and may 
therefore be preferentially active in working memory. Our claim is 
supported by the results of a single study conducted by Levin and 
Gaeth (1988), which showed that the lean/fat frame effect described 
earlier had no effect on taste judgments when respondents were able 
to actually sample the beef immediately beforehand.

However, for retrospective judgments, when both experiential 
information and frame information would have shifted into long-
term memory, we expect that experiential information may have 
less impact than non-experiential information (such as frames) on 
retrospective judgments made after a short delay. This prediction is 
based on prior research documenting the extreme fragility and dis-
torted recall of experiential information (Galin 1994; Robinson and 
Clore 2002; Snodgrass 1997). In sum, our theorizing predicts that the 
valence-consistent shift found in the framing literature will disappear 
when consumers are asked to make experiential judgments immedi-
ately after being exposed to a valenced frame and consuming a prod-
uct, but will reemerge when consumers are asked to make retrospec-
tive experiential judgments. Across three experiments, we provide 
evidence of a robust sleeper framing effect and demonstrate that it 
occurs because of variation in how consumers use different informa-
tional inputs (i.e., experiential vs. frame) when making judgments. 

In experiment 1, we provided an initial demonstration of the 
sleeper framing effect on experiential judgments.  Participants were 
first exposed to one of two logically equivalent frames, either posi-
tive or negative in valence, and subsequently engaged in the same 
sensory experience (i.e., listening to an unfamiliar song). Frame 

valence was manipulated by telling participants that recent market 
research had found that 50% of college students either liked (posi-
tive frame) or disliked (negative frame) the song that they would be 
hearing. Timing of evaluation was manipulated by having half of the 
participants provide an evaluation of the song immediately after the 
listening task, whereas the other half provided a retrospective evalu-
ation 40 minutes later (following an unrelated filler task). Results 
were in line with our theorizing; frame valence had no influence on 
immediate experiential judgments but had a significant impact on 
retrospective judgments. 

Although the results of experiment 1 were consistent with our 
theory, a rival explanation might attribute our results to an interaction 
between the timing of the evaluation and the order of information 
presentation, irrespective of whether either input was experiential 
or non-experiential. For example, one might argue that the sleeper 
framing effect observed in experiment 1 was caused by a recency 
effect for immediate judgments (where the sensory experience influ-
enced evaluations the most since it was the last informational input 
received) and a primacy effect for retrospective judgments (where 
frame valence influenced evaluations the most since it was the first 
informational input received). This rival explanation is consistent 
with research showing that recent items in a list are better recalled 
immediately after exposure to the list because the recent items are 
still present in working memory, but that the primacy effect prevails 
when the entire list has shifted to long-term memory. 

In experiment 2, we aimed to show that the sleeper framing ef-
fect could not be attributed to an interaction between the timing of 
the evaluation and the order of information presentation. We did this 
by reversing the order of information presentation so that all par-
ticipants received experiential information before encountering our 
framing manipulation. If the serial order explanation was more par-
simonious, we should have obtained a data pattern opposite to the 
one observed in experiment 1. However, even when using a different 
experiential domain (the visual experience of watching a black-and-
white film clip), we found the same pattern of results as in experi-
ment 1.

In experiment 3, we provided more direct process evidence for 
our proposal that the sleeper framing effect arises because of dif-
ferences in the processing of experiential information versus frame 
information. Using a new sensory dimension (taste), we were able 
to eliminate the valence-consistent shift observed in earlier studies 
for retrospective judgments by encouraging participants to mentally 
relive their earlier experience. Furthermore, we collected thought 
listings to show that experiential information becomes more salient 
when retrospective judgments are made while mentally reliving an 
experience as compared to merely recalling a recent experience.

In addition to enriching our understanding of framing effects 
and experiential consumption, the sleeper framing effect has impor-
tant implications for consumer choice, since immediate and retro-
spective judgments routinely influence the subsequent decisions and 
behaviors of consumers.
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